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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome to ask the theologian it's                                              
tuesday and i am delighted to take your                                         
biblical theological and worldview                                              
questions                                                                       
on this what's a snowy day for many of                                          
us including right here i'm in the                                              
mountaintop studio today                                                        
because i had to shovel snow this                                               
morning excuse me didn't have time to                                           
make it                                                                         
uh down to uh the studio                                                        
which you know nathan's got this thing                                          
worked up where i can                                                           
now show pictures let's see if i get                                            
there yeah it's actually                                                        
pretty cleared off in taos new mexico                                           
there's                                                                         
our security camera for taos first                                              
baptist church looking right out the                                            
front door                                                                      
you can see a little bit of snow on the                                         
ground but                                                                      
not too bad                                                                     
um but uh yeah                                                                  
here i'll show you the office entrance                                          
let's see uh                                                                    
if we can go there yeah there we go uh i                                        
already got the uh                                                              
walks shoveled cory's been at work this                                         
morning uh                                                                      
and uh there it is in all of its glory                                          
and here i am up on the mountaintop uh                                          
ready to take your                                                              
biblical theological worldview questions                                        
and uh                                                                          
excited to do so and let's start                                                
out by the way we're on youtube only                                            
today                                                                           
if you're hearing this obviously you                                            
figured that out here in the                                                    
mountaintop studio uh youtube works best                                        
for us                                                                          
let's uh go um                                                                  
right into um                                                                   
a question that comes in i've got it                                            
here somewhere there we go                                                      
a question that is related to yesterday                                         
louise had a question                                                           
about whether or not we are in a                                                
prophetic                                                                       
age and uh i said no i don't think we're                                        
in the prophetic age i                                                          
said that which is the uh prophetic age                                         
that which is prophesied i said                                                 
let me put this right that this age                                             
nothing was prophesied of this age                                              



and therefore if you read in the word                                           
it's not about now uh furthermore then i                                        
said                                                                            
uh that there is not revelation given                                           
of this age other than the few little                                           
tiny revelations we have from the                                               
writings of paul                                                                
there's not revelation of this age now                                          
uh with that                                                                    
louise writes back i think uh a very                                            
good question                                                                   
uh as well she says my follow-up                                                
question do you think that we can be                                            
in the soon soon tell us age she said i                                         
made up the word                                                                
uh alicia made up part of the word and                                          
that shows me                                                                   
that she's a very smart lady and as a                                           
matter of fact she's been listening to                                          
the program                                                                     
you know that in my teaching                                                    
of the book of revelation especially i                                          
talk about                                                                      
the telos and the sun tell us this                                              
and that's soon s-u-n maybe in english                                          
we should say s-y and sin tell us                                               
the telos is the end the sin telos is                                           
the leading up to the end the things                                            
that go along with the ends now we get                                          
that                                                                            
from matthew chapter 24 and tying that                                          
in with the book of revelation but in                                           
matthew                                                                         
24 where it jesus says                                                          
you know these are the beginning of                                             
birth pangs                                                                     
the telos is not yet come                                                       
the telos the end is not yet come                                               
but in my interpretation of the book of                                         
revelation                                                                      
uh seals one two three and four                                                 
and maybe even into five i would call                                           
these sin                                                                       
telos they come after the rapture                                               
they come along with the end                                                    
proceeding up to the end but they are                                           
not                                                                             
actually the end they're the cinderellas                                        
or the soon tell us                                                             
so louise asked a very insightful                                               
question could                                                                  
these days let's call it 2020.                                                  
could these days be the soon soon                                               
tell us that is uh connected right there                                        
connected with the end                                                          
not the end not that which leads up to                                          
the end the beginning of birth things                                           
but                                                                             
even before that but nonetheless                                                
indicative of the last days                                                     
so could these be the soon soon tell us                                         
and she goes on to say i'm sure                                                 



you'll say that the world is always in                                          
the soon soon tell us age                                                       
i probably wouldn't have said that but                                          
it's a great statement maybe i'll borrow                                        
that                                                                            
uh the world's always in a soon soon                                            
tell us age                                                                     
and since everything is leading up to                                           
the soon tell us that that is                                                   
the there is a truth to that but i you                                          
know to be honest uh                                                            
i'm always a little uncomfortable even                                          
when preachers say                                                              
that the last days began with simon                                             
peter and so we've been living in the                                           
last days                                                                       
it doesn't seem like any normal                                                 
usage of the word the last days start 2                                         
000 years ago                                                                   
so i think that's a misinterpretation                                           
of peter and even paul when they refer                                          
to                                                                              
when peter for example is referring to                                          
the last days                                                                   
it's because prophetically he is he                                             
looks at it                                                                     
everything that he's got including the                                          
giving of the holy spirit is the last                                           
days the next thing is the great and                                            
terrible day of the lord and so                                                 
he declares it's the last days that's he                                        
doesn't know of the mystery he's not                                            
teaching about the mystery because the                                          
mystery has not yet been revealed                                               
so he calls it the last days and even in                                        
the book of hebrews                                                             
which refers to last days and                                                   
the book of james it's in these last                                            
days that you store up riches for                                               
yourselves                                                                      
i think all of those references to the                                          
last days are                                                                   
not a reference to this age in which we                                         
live                                                                            
they are a reference to prophetic                                               
uh chronology prophetic revelation and                                          
prophetic                                                                       
chronology and everything in prophetic                                          
literature if you're not reading paul                                           
then everything in prophetic literature                                         
says                                                                            
if you're james or if you're peter we                                           
are in the last days and so of course                                           
they're talking about that and then the                                         
book of hebrews speaking about the last                                         
days                                                                            
uh that um uh are the last days of the                                          
kingdom offer if you will or the last                                           
days of jerusalem                                                               
uh if you will and uh so uh so there it                                         
is                                                                              
so i i i kind of like that soon soon                                            



tell us                                                                         
you know it's it's always been                                                  
everything's leading up to the end but                                          
in normal                                                                       
uh terminology you know i wouldn't say                                          
for example in a normal conversation                                            
uh say you know whoa it's it's uh almost                                        
my birthday                                                                     
did you know that it's almost my                                                
birthday uh well my birthday is not till                                        
may so                                                                          
uh you know but i guess with great and                                          
eager anticipation it's almost my                                               
birthday normal sense the word we would                                         
not use that                                                                    
so uh going on uh let's see                                                     
what i'm asking is do you think we can                                          
be really really so close                                                       
to the soon tell us that we are in the                                          
immediate                                                                       
time uh the soon soon tell us                                                   
before the actual soon tell us begins                                           
then to tell us                                                                 
so the tell us the soon tell us all                                             
after the rapture                                                               
the soon soon tell us here now                                                  
uh could we be in the soon soon tell us                                         
great question unfortunately                                                    
i think the answer we have to give is                                           
we don't know uh everything                                                     
appears to be uh                                                                
that the groundwork the paving as we                                            
talked about                                                                    
has been laid or certainly wouldn't take                                        
long                                                                            
i could see that we could have a rapture                                        
today                                                                           
come quickly lord jesus amen we could                                           
have a rapture today                                                            
and with that uh rapture today                                                  
then the lord would not have a problem                                          
in short order getting everything                                               
together in the soon telos for the telos                                        
that probably is i would say even                                               
different than                                                                  
what if the rapture was even let's say                                          
in the 1950s                                                                    
uh in the 1950s you                                                             
had a judeo-christian culture uh                                                
in the united states at least and and                                           
probably even in the 1950s you had it                                           
throughout western europe                                                       
and i don't uh we talked yesterday about                                        
me watching the rifleman                                                        
uh they talk about their little town                                            
north fork and                                                                  
north fork is uh kind of                                                        
um though i've never i've almost                                                
finished the first season i've never                                            
seen anybody go to church yet                                                   
but they certainly have religious values                                        
and they talk about the lord and the                                            



bible and all those kind of things                                              
they need a preacher in there come on                                           
does it come later i don't know don't                                           
don't uh tell me um but one one person                                          
who was a little uh into the gambling                                           
sort which                                                                      
just doesn't belong in north fork and                                           
there was quite the stir                                                        
about uh all of that and finally                                                
they left in a huff saying north fork is                                        
like a seven day sunday school                                                  
well it's been a long time since new                                            
mexico had a town that was like a seven                                         
day sunday school                                                               
but uh in the 1950s                                                             
maybe american culture was somewhat like                                        
a seven day sunday school                                                       
now with that i'm not saying they were                                          
all christians by the way                                                       
but they lived judeo-christian morals                                           
now with that uh                                                                
you know it's it would be much more                                             
difficult i think in the 1950s to                                               
convince everyone to take the mark of                                           
the beast                                                                       
today if you take believers out of this                                         
world                                                                           
probably you could convince them because                                        
that's going to bring a crisis                                                  
and we already know from 2020 that                                              
a crisis uh will get people to                                                  
give up their civil liberties in a new                                          
york minute just ask                                                            
george bush you know he jumped on that                                          
thing the globalist                                                             
george w bush excuse me uh jumped on                                            
that thing with the patriot act and                                             
the taking away of civil liberties and                                          
and those of us who are conservative                                            
went with it now i was you know much too                                        
young to have a voice in things then                                            
uh but uh i wish uh                                                             
the the the point is in the 1950s                                               
even removed the christian world                                                
and they would not have given up their                                          
civil liberties like that in fact that                                          
generation was just building their homes                                        
after                                                                           
defending civil liberties in the world                                          
and the rights of freedom                                                       
now if you take the those that are left                                         
of christianity                                                                 
and that by the way is maybe a third of                                         
what you had at the beginning of the                                            
year strangely enough                                                           
nonetheless you take that away and again                                        
a little bit of fear that the rapture                                           
brings you could                                                                
get them to take the mark of the beast                                          
so quickly                                                                      
because they're afraid if we've learned                                         
anything this year                                                              



it is that if you can get people to be                                          
afraid then you can get them to do                                              
absolutely anything and that's what our                                         
government                                                                      
and governments have been so good at and                                        
the media                                                                       
so good at this year is getting people                                          
to be                                                                           
afraid so that you will                                                         
give up all of the things that you held                                         
dear i even saw in new mexico just uh                                           
yesterday i didn't verify it but i                                              
understand that                                                                 
the governor's orders and uh                                                    
the orders of the town mothers and                                              
fathers                                                                         
can't say fathers anymore are that uh                                           
you know you cannot have                                                        
thanksgiving and you cannot have                                                
christmas unless you abide by the orders                                        
which is five people so you know no more                                        
than five people around that table                                              
you're gonna die you're gonna die                                               
oh grandma you can't come don't come                                            
grandma                                                                         
and we man in the new york minute now                                           
i'm getting away from the question                                              
aren't they but what i'm saying                                                 
is yeah i agree with you louise that                                            
uh looking around our society we would                                          
say                                                                             
boy sure looks like the end to me i mean                                        
how much                                                                        
longer can it go on now                                                         
that said i think if we were able to                                            
study history well                                                              
i'm not sure that we have all the                                               
information to do this i and i don't                                            
mean                                                                            
louise and i uh i mean                                                          
society we just didn't keep that good of                                        
records down in the uh you know 1200s                                           
1300s 14 1500s                                                                  
were there times in there where                                                 
communities so believed that it was the                                         
end times and                                                                   
they had some legitimate reasons for                                            
doing it and yet hundreds of years later                                        
here we are                                                                     
so i i think that                                                               
it's impossible to know if we're in the                                         
soon                                                                            
soon tell us the reason it's impossible                                         
to know is there's no prophecy given                                            
that that verifies it                                                           
so i can bring                                                                  
forth an argument and maybe even should                                         
bring forth an argument uh that                                                 
that attempts to convince that                                                  
we're in the soon soon tell us we're in                                         
the last days of the age of grace                                               
and uh i don't think there's there would                                        



be anything wrong with                                                          
bringing forth that argument i do think                                         
that to be honest we ought to say                                               
this is an argument that is based upon                                          
let's say circumstantial evidence                                               
and uh i do not have                                                            
the text in the black and white that uh                                         
puts it right out there                                                         
and so i'm not going to stake my life or                                        
my doctrine on this                                                             
but i think we're in the very last days                                         
and here's the evidence now i                                                   
i don't think there's anything wrong                                            
with that i don't think there's anything                                        
even coming to the conclusion that we're                                        
in the tsum tsum tell us                                                        
uh i think we just have to be honest                                            
about it and say                                                                
you know i still don't want to be like                                          
those in thessalonica                                                           
who uh in 2nd thessalonians chapter                                             
2 chapter 2 thessalonians chapter 3 you                                         
know they quit working because                                                  
the the rapture is going to come any                                            
time there's no need to work let's just                                         
sit out here on the hillside and enjoy                                          
some                                                                            
uh pretty flowers until it uh comes                                             
no the one who doesn't work doesn't eat                                         
so yeah i think it's the last days                                              
but i better go into work now i suppose                                         
louise would agree with me                                                      
on all of the above now she adds to it                                          
i'm asking this because if the answer is                                        
yes                                                                             
i said the answers maybe but you could                                          
assume yes how's that                                                           
if the answer is yes then there can be                                          
maybe she says some prophecies                                                  
being given to let us know that these                                           
things                                                                          
are paving the way using your words and                                         
the time                                                                        
is really close as in                                                           
look up your redemption draweth nigh uh                                         
i guess you could say that i'm splitting                                        
hairs but i'm pondering about this soon                                         
soon telos                                                                      
idea i've been pondering it for a while                                         
and would appreciate                                                            
your thoughts okay and you've had many                                          
of my thoughts now already on it                                                
but i wanted i wanted to stop on that                                           
issue                                                                           
let's let's say we could                                                        
uh lay a rock solid case for the ladies                                         
and gentlemen of the jury                                                       
and they would unanimously                                                      
say after we present all of our evidence                                        
they would unanimously say                                                      
yes this is the soon soon                                                       
telos i'm not sure                                                              



that uh let me say this in a different                                          
way so i can use a little latin to sound                                        
very intelligent i think it might be a                                          
non-sequitur                                                                    
to then say there could be some                                                 
prophecies                                                                      
being given today non-sequitur                                                  
if i have my latin right is it does not                                         
follow                                                                          
so i lay my rock solid case does that                                           
then                                                                            
follow that we would have prophecies for                                        
today or could have prophecies not for                                          
today but                                                                       
being given today through dreams and                                            
visions or a word from the lord or                                              
whatever it may be as we talked about                                           
yesterday                                                                       
so let's see can there be                                                       
some prophecies being given to let us                                           
know that these things                                                          
are paving the way um                                                           
i don't let's go                                                                
to um to                                                                        
the scripture which talks about                                                 
um trying to figure out uh                                                      
what about second let's go to second                                            
timothy chapter 3                                                               
uh 16-17 familiar words of                                                      
scripture of course and                                                         
it speaks about all scripture is given                                          
by inspiration of god and is profitable                                         
for doctrine                                                                    
for reproof for correction for training                                         
in righteousness that the man of god                                            
may be perfect                                                                  
thoroughly furnished now this is what                                           
i want to camp on for just a moment                                             
perfect thoroughly furnished young's                                            
literal that the man                                                            
of god may be fitted for every good work                                        
having been completed                                                           
now uh if we are fitted for every good                                          
work having been completed                                                      
and the context is the scripture all                                            
scriptures inspired                                                             
so that let's go back to the young's                                            
literal here for just a moment oops                                             
wrong button there                                                              
um i'll get there we go uh                                                      
uh every writing speaking about the                                             
scriptures is god breathe profitable for                                        
teaching                                                                        
uh and all these other things in order                                          
that                                                                            
the man of god may be fitted for every                                          
good work                                                                       
having been completed is the literal                                            
translation of the greek                                                        
for every good work having been                                                 
completed                                                                       
completed by what completed by the word                                         



of god                                                                          
so do we need                                                                   
a mysterious word from god in order to                                          
complete that which has been completed                                          
or in order to perfect                                                          
that which has been perfected to use the                                        
king james word                                                                 
or to furnish that which has been                                               
thoroughly furnished again to use king                                          
james in second timothy chapter 3 17.                                           
i i that verse right there i think is                                           
the hurdle to get over                                                          
on the issue of uh                                                              
needing or desiring or uh                                                       
receiving a uh yet another word                                                 
so i think i would take that                                                    
as um i i i'm not yet                                                           
uh convinced that we would need                                                 
uh any kind of uh of good word                                                  
that uh that uh works through us there                                          
okay uh thank you louise in dallas uh                                           
for your uh question i appreciate                                               
uh that um                                                                      
and uh let's see here                                                           
uh jeff our friend up in trinidad                                               
has a question in philippians chapter 2                                         
verse 7. you know i should stop                                                 
do you know that jeff's entire f                                                
jeff's entire family almost                                                     
has a king james scofield bible                                                 
now that's a good young family isn't it                                         
y'all ought to go up to stonewall                                               
colorado and go to the stonewall                                                
community church                                                                
if i lived in stonewall that's the                                              
church i would go to                                                            
philippians chapter 2 verse 7 do you                                            
think that                                                                      
paul was saying that jesus limited                                              
himself                                                                         
in knowledge when he took upon himself                                          
uh human flesh okay uh                                                          
let's uh take a                                                                 
look here at uh philippians 2                                                   
7. uh philippians 2 uh                                                          
is has some really marvelous truths in                                          
it                                                                              
um as he comes let's say in verse five                                          
let this mind be in you which also was                                          
in christ jesus                                                                 
who being in the form of                                                        
god thought it not robbery to be equal                                          
with god that is i'm not stealing                                               
anything from god to be equal with god                                          
that it's a it's a different way of                                             
saying it uh                                                                    
but what it says is that jesus was                                              
equal with god in verse                                                         
six then in verse seven who made himself                                        
of no reputation and took upon him                                              
the form of a servant and was made                                              
in the likeness of man let's come back                                          



to verse 7 in a moment and                                                      
having been found in a fashion as a man                                         
he humbled himself and became obedient                                          
unto death                                                                      
even death on the cross now wherefore                                           
god also hath highly exalted him                                                
and given him a name which is above                                             
every name that the name of jesus uh                                            
every knee should bow                                                           
of things in heaven things on earth                                             
things under the earth                                                          
and that every tongue should confess                                            
that jesus christ is lord to the glory                                          
of the father                                                                   
because of the crucifixion the death of                                         
jesus christ his obedience on the cross                                         
he has the name that is above every                                             
other name                                                                      
and uh here i think when uh when you                                            
when you talk about this obedience                                              
being found in the fashion of a man now                                         
from this point                                                                 
uh it is talking about uh being                                                 
about jesus in the fashion of a man                                             
right here                                                                      
uh in the fashion of a man he humbled                                           
himself in the fashion of a man he was                                          
obedient in the fashion of a man god                                            
had exalted him in the fashion of a man                                         
and given him                                                                   
and the fashion of the man the name                                             
which is above every other name                                                 
and every tongue human tongue                                                   
will confess jesus the christ jesus the                                         
one                                                                             
in the fashion of a man to the glory of                                         
the father                                                                      
now he made himself of                                                          
no reputation uh is uh the uh                                                   
uh the phrase right here that we want to                                        
look at let's pull the greek up just a                                          
little bit larger                                                               
for you uh and uh uh can                                                        
can can now is the word uh                                                      
we uh we have                                                                   
the wor well it's actually just a greek                                         
word that we use in theology sometimes                                          
called the kenosis                                                              
uh kenosis i think probably it's used in                                        
a medical                                                                       
world as well but uh canosis is the                                             
emptying                                                                        
so here it's translated he made himself                                         
no reputation or in the young's across                                          
the page here                                                                   
he did empty himself the form of a                                              
servant having taken now                                                        
he emptied himself of what                                                      
of being equal with god we know that                                            
while he was on this earth that                                                 
he uh he he lacked in knowledge                                                 
he lacked in uh                                                                 



uh his own free will i do nothing except                                        
with the father now that was out of                                             
obedience uh                                                                    
but he emptied himself and made himself                                         
of no reputation                                                                
so he went from uh being equal with with                                        
god                                                                             
and having no qualms about it to                                                
saying i don't say anything unless the                                          
father tells me                                                                 
uh to say something now the question do                                         
you think paul was saying that jesus                                            
limited himself in knowledge when he                                            
took upon                                                                       
himself human flesh i think to a great                                          
degree he did                                                                   
i i would suspect                                                               
that uh he                                                                      
emptied himself of all                                                          
uh i'm gonna i'm gonna argue with myself                                        
in a moment                                                                     
he emptied himself of all human                                                 
knowledge                                                                       
so that the things that he knew                                                 
he knew out of scripture where it had                                           
been revealed                                                                   
he knew he was going to go to the cross                                         
he knew he was going to be buried he                                            
knew he was going to rise again on the                                          
third day                                                                       
these are things which you can put                                              
together with a close study of the word                                         
and so he he knew of the messiah he knew                                        
of his messianic role                                                           
and the fulfilling of that so in that                                           
sense i think you can argue                                                     
very strongly yes he did limit his                                              
knowledge now i've gone so far in that                                          
statement to even say                                                           
he limited his knowledge only to that                                           
which is in the word                                                            
now there's one area here's where i                                             
argue with myself because                                                       
he did at least after his baptism we                                            
don't really know anything                                                      
prior to his baptism other than when                                            
he's 12 years old and i think when he's                                         
12 years old probably                                                           
what he's teaching in the temple are the                                        
things of the scripture so he's just                                            
teaching as a                                                                   
a very knowledgeable young man in the                                           
scripture                                                                       
and so                                                                          
later on you do have jesus receiving                                            
knowledge from the father much like a                                           
prophet would                                                                   
that god the father is telling him stuff                                        
so i'm gonna stick with he's limited                                            
only to human                                                                   
knowledge but the father does speak to                                          
him and reveal to him from time to time                                         



this is why i think he's able to say to                                         
nathanael                                                                       
i saw you under the fig tree because he                                         
has                                                                             
the shall we say vision that                                                    
god the father has given to him so                                              
he is limited then to human knowledge                                           
this means                                                                      
that jesus did not know algebra                                                 
until the eighth grade                                                          
i'm saying is jesus                                                             
did not come with all of the knowledge                                          
of creation even though he was the                                              
creator                                                                         
wouldn't you agree with me that it would                                        
be somewhat of an unfair                                                        
advantage to take dominion                                                      
as man if he's got more than adam has                                           
adam had the word of god jesus                                                  
had the word of god and this is what                                            
they go by                                                                      
and by the word of god both for adam and                                        
then for jesus jesus has the written                                            
word of god                                                                     
but both of them have the uh                                                    
the verbal communication that comes from                                        
god and he                                                                      
emptied himself down to that level i do                                         
think that that is uh what that says now                                        
uh there's some theological arguments                                           
probably not                                                                    
worth much time but there are some                                              
theological arguments on the meaning of                                         
the kenosis and what uh you know this                                           
emptied himself and how much did he                                             
empty himself                                                                   
and again i think like louise's question                                        
it's probably not one we could just                                             
immediately say yes this is absolutely                                          
the answer                                                                      
but i i i would have a hard time                                                
arguing that he emptied himself                                                 
except for that which he did not empty                                          
himself of                                                                      
i mean if you empty it you know i mean                                          
jeff                                                                            
your wife says jeff empty the trash                                             
i know this doesn't happen in your home                                         
and                                                                             
and uh so you say                                                               
emily empty the trash and uh uh you know                                        
pass it on right                                                                
now uh                                                                          
with uh                                                                         
with that if if you're told to empty the                                        
trash                                                                           
you don't have to empty the trash and                                           
say i emptied the trash                                                         
so the bible says he emptied himself                                            
that is he didn't have any of it                                                
or he made himself of no reputation i                                           
want to look at that                                                            



greek word just a little bit and see uh                                         
we get                                                                          
no reputation here let's see if we can                                          
determine                                                                       
why young's literal went with emptied                                           
and king james went with                                                        
made himself of no reputation                                                   
the uh particular word here we see                                              
romans 4 14 for if they which                                                   
are of the law be heirs faith is made                                           
void                                                                            
first corinthians uh                                                            
lest the cross of christ should be of                                           
none effect first corinthians                                                   
9 then uh at the end also                                                       
that then they that                                                             
that that any man should make my                                                
glorying                                                                        
void again void empty is the idea                                               
first second corinthians 9 3 uh                                                 
is uh yeah boasting                                                             
our boasting of you should be in vain                                           
again emptied uh made himself of no                                             
reputation                                                                      
so from there                                                                   
it appears to be avoid                                                          
an emptiness word so why did they go                                            
with no reputation let's continue to                                            
dig into that and see if we can find uh                                         
briefly here let's uh just pulled up the                                        
young's literal right here uh                                                   
and we're gonna go down here to the                                             
definitions which are not my favorite                                           
part of strong's i usually skip it                                              
but to empty to make empty of christ                                            
to make void to deprive a force to re                                           
to render vain useless of no effect to                                          
make                                                                            
void to cause a thing to be seen as                                             
empty or hollow or                                                              
false it comes from                                                             
the word kinase uh kinase again                                                 
is um this uh empty uh word                                                     
i here's what i suspect uh let's                                                
see if i'm able i don't know if i can                                           
log on                                                                          
let's try the oxford                                                            
and                                                                             
see here um                                                                     
if i can remember my password sometimes                                         
i have it                                                                       
up there um                                                                     
and uh i                                                                        
am while that's going i'm going to send                                         
a text                                                                          
to my son who's watching in the other                                           
room                                                                            
um and                                                                          
so that we don't run dry there it'll                                            
just be my computer i'll still be going                                         
but i won't be able to                                                          
see you okay so i wasn't able to uh                                             



to log on there uh because i don't                                              
remember my                                                                     
password but here's what i would do in                                          
the oxford english dictionary                                                   
i want to know that word reputation and                                         
and and does it have any idea of                                                
fullness and emptiness                                                          
can i connect those two together uh if                                          
so                                                                              
then then i want to bring that                                                  
about and take a look now uh                                                    
but here's here's what i suspect even if                                        
even if those don't go together and they                                        
very well might go together because king                                        
james translators were                                                          
very good at taking words like kinos                                            
and and uh connecting that with an                                              
english word like reputation of the time                                        
we'd have to again do some etymology on                                         
the word reputation but even if not                                             
here's uh what i suppose that they were                                         
thinking                                                                        
okay if christ emptied himself                                                  
what does that mean obviously                                                   
it doesn't mean he opened up uh the                                             
zipper and                                                                      
put his brain out there and put his uh                                          
uh you know the the the uh the innards                                          
uh out there and that he's walking                                              
around as a hollow man                                                          
uh we might even say in a very negative                                         
way                                                                             
uh you know he's that guy he's uh he's a                                        
hollow suit or he you know he's empty                                           
well                                                                            
we we we certainly aren't looking at it                                         
that way so i think they say okay                                               
he has no reputation now does that                                              
fully uh take it i think we'd have to do                                        
some more work look into the words                                              
uh there but i'm going to uh say on that                                        
i think that you are exactly right                                              
really in the uh                                                                
the issue here of the emptiness in                                              
uh that he he he took upon him                                                  
human flesh and lost therefore or gave                                          
up                                                                              
i should say the knowledge of anything                                          
other than that which is revealed thank                                         
you uh                                                                          
for your good word uh there                                                     
scott's down in the hill country did i                                          
tell you scott the other day i was in                                           
dripping springs                                                                
is that your neighborhood i was right                                           
around there uh for a wedding um a                                              
couple weeks ago                                                                
uh but it this is a comment uh really                                           
uh the the the good news the supreme                                            
court is                                                                        
now back to a 5-4 or a 6-3                                                      
roberts is a george bush sell-out a deep                                        



state globalist traitor                                                         
i i kind of agree on your opinion of of                                         
uh john roberts                                                                 
this has been especially                                                        
on the right uh this has been                                                   
a a huge problem                                                                
of uh those on the right the um                                                 
uh shall we say um                                                              
um the um                                                                       
i've got to uh answer the question                                              
about where is the chord                                                        
there we go uh the                                                              
those on the right uh like a sandra day                                         
o'connor                                                                        
obviously uh uh put into place by                                               
ronald reagan and she                                                           
she wasn't uh you know strong and                                               
consistently conservative                                                       
um and it's been a struggle                                                     
uh not only with george w bush                                                  
but uh but others and you know even                                             
i think it's too early to say on donald                                         
trump's                                                                         
uh recommendations neil gorsuch and                                             
brett kavanaugh                                                                 
uh you know there already were some                                             
fears                                                                           
i think there's fewer fears with uh amy                                         
coney barrett                                                                   
than there were with uh some of the                                             
others about are these really                                                   
conservatives                                                                   
you know what what we want here's the                                           
kind of conservatism we want                                                    
to interpret the constitution uh                                                
and from everything we have seen                                                
amy coney barrett is a textualist                                               
this is what i want in scripture as well                                        
i remember my                                                                   
hebrew professor telling me something                                           
that i thought sounded a little shocking                                        
at the time                                                                     
but i've remembered it all through the                                          
years and he said i would rather have                                           
a uh a a a                                                                      
perfect linguist to                                                             
interpret the word of god uh to                                                 
translate he was talking about not to                                           
interpret                                                                       
i want a perfect linguist i don't care                                          
what religion they are                                                          
i don't care how faithful they are i                                            
don't care what                                                                 
uh uh you know what denomination they                                           
are from                                                                        
and of course as a you know 21 to 3 year                                        
old however old i was                                                           
then at that time thank you nathan for                                          
plugging us in at that uh                                                       
at that uh time then uh i was thinking                                          
no                                                                              
no you know they got to be a baptist if                                         



it's not the baptist translation it's                                           
going to be wrong                                                               
no i want someone who really                                                    
knows the words and will translate                                              
just what the words are i can do the                                            
interpretation                                                                  
this by the way is why i wouldn't                                               
use an english standard version                                                 
if you paid me big money because the                                            
english standard version says                                                   
we are the translators                                                          
thou shall trust us we're                                                       
educated i don't even know your name                                            
i have no clue who you are i'm not going                                        
to trust you                                                                    
and yet the the very nature of the esb                                          
is you have to trust them now uh                                                
what what i hope with amy coney barrett                                         
and neil gorsuch                                                                
and brett kavanaugh is that they will                                           
look at the law                                                                 
now sometimes i think that                                                      
it may be that conservatives                                                    
speak with forked tongues sometimes                                             
sometimes                                                                       
we want a textualist                                                            
on the supreme court but                                                        
at the same time we want them to                                                
legislate conservatively                                                        
obamacare uh the unaffordable care act                                          
the now john roberts i think                                                    
uh legislated from the bench on that one                                        
but let's in a in a make-believe                                                
scenario let's suppose that it uh goes                                          
and they find that it is constitutional                                         
let's just suppose i mean let's make it                                         
up here they                                                                    
suppose it is constitutional                                                    
now what i would want them to do                                                
is to judge it is constitutional                                                
and then i'd want some spineless                                                
senators john mccain                                                            
to fix it it is the legislative                                                 
brand's duty to legislate you know this                                         
is the problem with lindsey graham                                              
lindsey graham is uh                                                            
uh he can be so good sometime and he can                                        
be so                                                                           
absolutely terrible and the absolutely                                          
terrible part of him is                                                         
he never does anything he he's a                                                
he's an empty suit you know we're gonna                                         
get to the bottom of this yes we're                                             
gonna get to the bottom of this                                                 
you adjust soon soon soon                                                       
soon soon soon                                                                  
soon soon come on lindsey graham                                                
do something you are the legislator                                             
now so                                                                          
here's what i hope is the supreme court                                         
all nine of them or if joe biden's                                              
elected all 27 of them                                                          



that the supreme court would                                                    
always just determine is it                                                     
constitutional or not constitutional                                            
and then and roe versus wade by the way                                         
was clearly legislative                                                         
uh a legislative work the                                                       
uh the senators and the congressmen they                                        
don't want to do that man they lose                                             
their election                                                                  
so they pass it on to the supreme court                                         
and the supreme court                                                           
if it's not being textual will take it                                          
yeah yeah we read the constitution a                                            
woman has a right to kill babies yeah                                           
it's there                                                                      
and and they make and they have made                                            
these                                                                           
utterly horrible decisions down down                                            
through the years                                                               
and it's the legislators that need to                                           
come through                                                                    
and uh instead of bowing down to the                                            
supreme court remember they are separate                                        
powers                                                                          
separate and equal and                                                          
and so the legislators need to come                                             
through                                                                         
and we've had republican majorities                                             
before                                                                          
remember those first two years of donald                                        
trump in which uh paul ryan and lindsey                                         
graham and all those                                                            
did absolutely nothing not squat                                                
they're the ones that are supposed to                                           
fix the problem                                                                 
instead of saying well we gotta get a                                           
supreme court justice                                                           
no we don't we gotta legislate and we                                           
gotta make legislation                                                          
that is constitutional when you do that                                         
all the supreme court does is just keep                                         
everybody inside the                                                            
inside the box uh inside their lane                                             
that's their job                                                                
uh but you know i                                                               
i i do think that it is very                                                    
very very good news i don't want to                                             
don't play any of that and what i just                                          
said that amy coney barrett is now                                              
on the supreme court uh and                                                     
uh you know could be literally life and                                         
death                                                                           
uh for the american nation uh what has                                          
happened uh                                                                     
there and uh you know                                                           
tells me that again one of the                                                  
major issues maybe number one                                                   
on how we vote for a person ought to be                                         
whether or not they have nice tweets                                            
excuse me i just had a little john piper                                        
right at the top has to be who are they                                         
going                                                                           



to appoint because almost every                                                 
president is going to have the                                                  
opportunity to appoint                                                          
you know one or two uh it's rare to have                                        
three                                                                           
um and we're we're fortunate that uh we                                         
had                                                                             
you know a guy that that had some                                               
foresight to it i wouldn't do let's                                             
suppose                                                                         
this is this is like you have to be                                             
drunk to suppose this                                                           
but let's suppose that joe biden is                                             
uh equal with donald trump on all all                                           
policy issues i still wouldn't vote for                                         
him                                                                             
because he won't tell us who he'll put                                          
on the supreme court                                                            
that is too big of an issue for me just                                         
to say                                                                          
i'll trust you with it you know donald                                          
trump did a                                                                     
very good thing and a very unusual thing                                        
to say                                                                          
here's the list i'll choose from it's                                           
one of the most important things in the                                         
presidential election                                                           
uh and in the power of the presidency                                           
here it is                                                                      
uh now uh i might also add that if we                                           
don't keep the senate if we as in                                               
conservatives don't keep the senate                                             
or if the senate uh refuses to to                                               
to act on conservative principles mitt                                          
it's a deadlock let's suppose that they                                         
didn't have 51 votes here                                                       
then would have died let's suppose that                                         
donald trump was re-elected but didn't                                          
keep the senate                                                                 
that seat would have had to have                                                
remained opened until                                                           
he came up with a                                                               
no-good candidate that would meet the no                                        
good senator romney's standards                                                 
uh and senator collins and murkowski and                                        
those                                                                           
uh rhinos um so                                                                 
yeah i uh i'm with you on that uh                                               
thank you uh for uh that                                                        
there um and uh                                                                 
by the way sue on your lunch hour i                                             
appreciate your comment about how you                                           
love to spend your lunch hour with us                                           
uh there's a renee in albuquerque renee                                         
in monterey tennessee that's why you're                                         
confused uh to renee's                                                          
uh uh let's see                                                                 
ah deb says uh how do you spell                                                 
cintellos um taking notes for the                                               
podcast uh i'm glad you're taking notes                                         
deb i appreciate it                                                             
it it when you when you do some                                                 



transliteration                                                                 
uh it's it depends on who the                                                   
transliterator is                                                               
uh most transliterators                                                         
take the uh uh the the prefix there                                             
which we would pronounce                                                        
in and yet uh they spell it soon                                                
s-u-n and it's because in the greek it's                                        
the                                                                             
sigma upsilon                                                                   
uh nu and so s-u-n                                                              
is the is the best way now                                                      
uh this is why because                                                          
most soon prefixes in when they become                                          
english they be they they uh they take                                          
on a s-y-n                                                                      
form in the english language but there                                          
is no word soon tell us in                                                      
english language uh so it is a greek                                            
word i would go                                                                 
soon s-u-n-t-e-l-o-s                                                            
uh we get telescope from telos the                                              
things of the end                                                               
so uh i would go s-u-n since it's                                               
uh not become an english uh word there                                          
uh thank you uh let's see                                                       
uh do you think deb on                                                          
youtube do you think that the laser                                             
weapon systems                                                                  
that lockheed martin makes could be                                             
possibly possibly but                                                           
uh i'm gonna go with a uh a a pretty big                                        
butt on this one the reason                                                     
is that it looks to me like                                                     
the uh miracles                                                                 
that you see in the book of revelation                                          
mirror the miracles that you see                                                
in the old testament and so whereas you                                         
have                                                                            
elijah calling down fire from heaven and                                        
you have one of the two witnesses                                               
calling down fire from heaven for                                               
example uh i don't think we have to have                                        
a physical explanation for elijah                                               
nor do we have to have a physical                                               
explanation                                                                     
for the two witnesses and the various                                           
things that they do and the other uh                                            
miracles that uh take place uh and and                                          
in the same way                                                                 
when you get into uh say zachariah and                                          
you see                                                                         
the description of the battle of                                                
armageddon and how their eyes dry up and                                        
their sockets and some of these                                                 
descriptions that are given                                                     
again i don't think we have to have a                                           
physical explanation                                                            
for that i don't think we have to say                                           
well that was                                                                   
an atomic bomb uh it could have could be                                        
an atomic bomb no doubt about it                                                



uh and or it could be some sort of uh                                           
you know                                                                        
um modern warfare that they've got that                                         
they just                                                                       
shoot a force field around someone and                                          
it dries up their insides                                                       
uh could be any of that but it doesn't                                          
have to be any of that it could just be                                         
that god                                                                        
who is the one who holds this world                                             
together he                                                                     
in the telos really                                                             
gives the angels in charge of the                                               
various aspects of nature                                                       
we see this with the angel of the waters                                        
uh in revelation chapter 15 or 16                                               
uh he gives them ability to say                                                 
i'm going to back off i'm going to let                                          
go and the world begins to fall apart                                           
and so fire comes down from heaven                                              
without lockheed martin                                                         
now that same way so so again let me uh                                         
boil that down a little uh a little more                                        
concisely                                                                       
i i don't think we need                                                         
a physical explanation that said                                                
i am not opposed even in the old                                                
testament                                                                       
to coming up with a physical explanation                                        
for various miracles now typically                                              
that's the work of liberals typically                                           
liberals will look and say you know this                                        
was done by                                                                     
such and such a mix of chemicals or this                                        
was done by                                                                     
uh you know the the the location or the                                         
time of the year or an earthquake or                                            
something                                                                       
and they'll have a natural explanation                                          
for the supernatural well as i look at                                          
it god                                                                          
often did uh that which was supernatural                                        
using                                                                           
tools of nature so when fire came down                                          
from heaven                                                                     
in ezekiel was that let's say uh                                                
lightning                                                                       
uh that it you know maybe so                                                    
uh you know god and lightning is pretty                                         
natural                                                                         
we had a couple of days ago i guess                                             
because of the time of year it is uh                                            
when the snow started uh coming through                                         
here                                                                            
i wish you could see out the door right                                         
there it's just absolutely beautiful out                                        
there                                                                           
i told nathan i need a camera up here on                                        
the mountain where it's pretty not                                              
uh uh you know the uh uh                                                        
the the uh the live shot of the oops                                            
there we go the live shot of the uh taos                                        



first baptist uh right there you notice                                         
nobody's out today                                                              
you know why has nothing to do with snow                                        
has everything to do with                                                       
the governor this is what you call a                                            
dying economy right there                                                       
i should be bumper to bumper uh although                                        
this is                                                                         
not tourist season because the leaves                                           
are                                                                             
gone and the and the skiing is not here                                         
yet                                                                             
although you see there we've there's                                            
still a few leaves in town                                                      
uh in town it's about seven                                                     
thousand feet above sea level and uh                                            
there's a fellow walking on the uh                                              
uh street because there's no sidewalk                                           
there normally in the summer time by the                                        
way we have uh                                                                  
literally hundreds of people walk by                                            
all the time it's a great location we                                           
get tourists because of it                                                      
now what was i talking about um                                                 
um hmm i don't know i'm sure it was                                             
really good wasn't it                                                           
um but uh physical like                                                         
there's a oops uh there's a physical                                            
explanation for this what i was gonna                                           
say is                                                                          
uh we got uh thunder and lightning as                                           
this snow was about to begin                                                    
that's a little unusual that a snowstorm                                        
comes in with thunder lightning                                                 
scientifically viable and explainable                                           
it's not good english but uh not a                                              
problem at all                                                                  
explaining scientifically what causes                                           
lightning what causes thunder it's when                                         
god's bowling you know                                                          
uh i mean scientifically you can come up                                        
with so so                                                                      
could you could it be the laser weapon                                          
system of lockheed martin                                                       
maybe um                                                                        
but i think we i think and deb i suppose                                        
would agree with me on this                                                     
god being behind it all uh and i lean                                           
towards more                                                                    
just supernatural calling fire down from                                        
heaven um                                                                       
uh in in                                                                        
in that regard um                                                               
and uh ah                                                                       
roger uh brings up a good                                                       
example sodom um                                                                
now roger must be a liberal because he                                          
came up with a                                                                  
physical explanation for the fire and                                           
brimstone                                                                       
uh it says most likely wiped out by an                                          
air burst                                                                       



over the dead sea a natural event but                                           
supernaturally directed it's a comment                                          
with a question mark at the end                                                 
uh and i think that first of all i don't                                        
know much about air                                                             
bursts over the dead sea but roger has                                          
been to the museum in albuquerque by the                                        
uh                                                                              
archaeologist who believes he has                                               
discovered                                                                      
the uh uh the ruins of sodom and                                                
gomorrah i think it's a very interesting                                        
discovery and you would think that me                                           
living here north of albuquerque i would                                        
have made it down there to the museum                                           
and see what he has to say                                                      
i am not opposed at all to                                                      
looking and saying hey there really is a                                        
natural explanation for this now the                                            
timing of it                                                                    
and getting a lot out of there for                                              
example and                                                                     
uh the purpose of using that                                                    
not a problem i think some miracles you                                         
have a hard time                                                                
with uh even let's say the parting of                                           
the waters at the red sea                                                       
uh because it talks about this wall of                                          
water                                                                           
there is kind of a land bridge where i                                          
believe that they crossed                                                       
and you know you could you could get                                            
you could get a wind you could have a                                           
natural explanation for it but                                                  
uh i don't know the wall and the waters                                         
come back                                                                       
crashing in that that you know it seems                                         
more                                                                            
supernatural than natural but hey uh you                                        
know it happened and god                                                        
used it and that's i think the                                                  
uh bottom line of                                                               
all of that right there uh thank you                                            
um                                                                              
scott uh says kind of a                                                         
comment here on health care since i                                             
brought up obamacare                                                            
in a moment nice snow going on out there                                        
right now                                                                       
scott said healthcare we are in bad                                             
shape healthcare is                                                             
fully in the hands of a few hospital                                            
corporations                                                                    
they own the doctors and make their own                                         
make them toe the line                                                          
uh and uh witness the hydroxychloric                                            
i never can't say it chloric chloroquine                                        
fiasco                                                                          
and they they have found and documented                                         
uh                                                                              
oh oh never mind i got uh yeah the                                              
egyptian axles in the red sea you're                                            



right in that land bridge a very                                                
interesting thing uh let me let me get                                          
back down to this healthcare because i                                          
do want to say                                                                  
a little bit about that uh because it's                                         
uh 10 58. i got time for one more                                               
question if someone wants to throw one                                          
in by the way right now                                                         
uh but uh let's do i do want to talk                                            
about healthcare for just a moment                                              
uh i think you know there there is a                                            
libertarian running for president i                                             
think                                                                           
joanne johnson or something like this                                           
maybe maybe i'm getting johnson mixed up                                        
with gary johnson the former libertarian                                        
candidate who's my neighbor here in taos                                        
not like literal neighbor like next door                                        
but lives here in our community                                                 
the libertarian that's running it now                                           
has a i think a pretty decent                                                   
take on health care and i                                                       
agree with libertarianism on some things                                        
and not for others i would never                                                
vote for the libertarian candidate the                                          
libertarian candidate uh                                                        
you know it's best described this way i                                         
used to describe ron paul this way                                              
that i agree with 98 percent of what he                                         
says                                                                            
and the other two percent will kill you                                         
so i think there's some problems with                                           
libertarianism                                                                  
uh and it's just in that two percent uh                                         
and and                                                                         
uh largely has to do with foreign policy                                        
even uh but                                                                     
which for the most part they have no                                            
foreign policy uh                                                               
but i agree with uh the libertarian                                             
candidate on this one                                                           
that says what if insurance was like it                                         
is for your car                                                                 
now for your car when you need gas                                              
you don't turn it into the insurance                                            
company because of that                                                         
you look and say look this one's a                                              
dollar eighty-three and that one's a                                            
dollar seventy-nine                                                             
i think i'll go here and get my gas when                                        
you need new tires you don't uh                                                 
turn it into your car insurance now                                             
if you did you don't care about the                                             
price                                                                           
because some anonymous person is paying                                         
now health insurance                                                            
became this issue in which                                                      
uh it is now considered a human right                                           
to have health insurance and that you                                           
just                                                                            
go in even if you're just uh                                                    
feeling you know kind of bad i saw the                                          



other day you know someone said i'm                                             
feeling asymptomatic i better go get                                            
tested                                                                          
but you know it really has come to that                                         
you know well i'm not really sick but                                           
i'm feeling like i could be sick                                                
so you know with with lawyers and all                                           
that you better run some tests because                                          
there's a possibility that i could be                                           
sick i just have a feeling                                                      
now if you're paying for that out of                                            
your pocket                                                                     
then you don't do that by the way i'm                                           
with                                                                            
one of these sharing things and i pay                                           
for things out of my pocket and so                                              
uh uh i shop around and and                                                     
and the tools out there are available to                                        
do it but there's like eight of us that                                         
do you know pay                                                                 
cash like that and uh have to shop                                              
around then turn it in you know through                                         
the sharing system and all that kind of                                         
stuff                                                                           
now uh but i agree with you and that and                                        
the                                                                             
uh i don't i don't it's                                                         
it's in the hands of a few hospital                                             
corporations that came about by                                                 
lawyers and insurance that now                                                  
everything's in the hands of a few                                              
hospital corporations                                                           
but you know what i want to add to this                                         
is                                                                              
i don't think that was the doctor's                                             
fault i think that was the lawyers and                                          
the insurance company's fault                                                   
uh and doctors just had to kind of go                                           
along with it and then they're stuck                                            
but let me say then that                                                        
i would i would say that doctors today                                          
if you're a doctor today let me warn you                                        
i think                                                                         
doctors themselves they can't blame it                                          
on the insurance companies and they                                             
can't blame it on the lawyers                                                   
doctors themselves today are utterly                                            
ruining their profession and they are                                           
going to rue the day                                                            
that they went along with this uh this                                          
coven 19 stuff                                                                  
because here's what's happened doctors                                          
today say oh                                                                    
no no no you better not come in you                                             
better not sit in the waiting room you                                          
better not see me                                                               
we better just have a zoom conference                                           
now first of all that's not family                                              
medicine                                                                        
family medicine is i know you i know                                            
your history i know your likes i know                                           
your dislikes i know your pastor                                                



i know your politics all of that i can                                          
put in together and make it happen                                              
and doctors have said we don't want that                                        
anymore                                                                         
we want to sit in front of a computer                                           
screen now here's what's going to happen                                        
doctors you go five years from now maybe                                        
it won't even take that long                                                    
and you will not have a practice                                                
there will be no family practice what                                           
will happen                                                                     
is that insurance companies will say                                            
wait we have                                                                    
a conglomerate of doctors click the                                             
button                                                                          
one of them pops up and we pay them                                             
a lot less than we pay this family                                              
doctor over here                                                                
and we put them in a high-rise building                                         
with no rooms and the doctor now                                                
sits in a cubicle just like                                                     
this cubicle right here i wish i could                                          
show you i'm afraid to push a button                                            
because i might mess everything up                                              
and a doctor is going to sit in a cold                                          
gray cubicle                                                                    
not knowing any of their uh patients                                            
and they are going to be paid a                                                 
corporate wage which is going to be                                             
uh uh you know penny anti compared to                                           
the education that they have                                                    
and their competition is all going to be                                        
from india                                                                      
and from africa and from uh uh china and                                        
from south america                                                              
and there will there there will be no                                           
american doctors                                                                
and certainly not one you drive down now                                        
there'll be some specialists                                                    
that you get referred to but i think                                            
doctors                                                                         
are today themselves killing their own                                          
profession                                                                      
and they will be unemployed five years                                          
from now                                                                        
and the medical industry as we know it                                          
will be gone                                                                    
done with and uh and and the doctors did                                        
it themselves what doctors should have                                          
said                                                                            
is hey come in make an appointment                                              
you and i are going to sit face to face                                         
ah maybe i'll put on a mask maybe i                                             
won't i don't know you and i                                                    
are going to sit face to face and i'm                                           
going to diagnose you                                                           
and i'm going to care for you and i'm                                           
going to tell you hey you got uh you got                                        
covered                                                                         
99 of you who cares                                                             
doesn't matter you're gonna go home and                                         
sniffle for a few days                                                          



come see me if it gets worse but this                                           
other person over here is going to say                                          
hey bubba you got covered                                                       
and 99 of people are good but i'm a                                             
little worried with you because                                                 
this this this this and that and so i'm                                         
going to give you                                                               
what i think is best not what the                                               
insurance company thinks is best what i                                         
think is best i'm going to                                                      
practice medicine on you                                                        
if there's a doctor out there who                                               
doesn't have as dan says flow chart                                             
medicine                                                                        
uh then uh you know let us know                                                 
uh yeah scott says my lung specialist                                           
charged me 350 bucks for                                                        
a tele a five minute television                                                 
and uh you're uh you know                                                       
we're we're gonna quit doing it                                                 
and uh so you know talk to                                                      
dr so-and-so in your town and say you're                                        
killing your profession                                                         
and the the the last big hit you could                                          
blame on the insurance companies you can                                        
blame on the lawyers                                                            
you can only blame yourself on this one                                         
unless you get                                                                  
back to doctoring face to face                                                  
put that thing on my chest and see if my                                        
heart is beating                                                                
you can't do that in a video screen                                             
listen to me breathe all those kind of                                          
stuff                                                                           
and let's sit there for a little while                                          
and you hear if i'm angry or if i'm                                             
depressed or if i'm uh you know                                                 
happy or if i've been working too much                                          
all those kind of things that go into                                           
doctrine i should be a doctor or play                                           
one on tv                                                                       
well how about that uh i                                                        
think let's uh let me just uh check here                                        
uh                                                                              
i believe that uh i got it all yeah                                             
thundersnow that's what it's called uh                                          
and uh there's the beautiful day in taos                                        
new mexico at the taos first baptist                                            
uh church right there it's gonna melt                                           
quick                                                                           
and that means we didn't get enough up                                          
here at our house i suppose uh                                                  
10 inches i wanted 20. still coming down                                        
today                                                                           
we're hopeful put out the forest fire                                           
but nonetheless                                                                 
that helps oh                                                                   
look at the traffic boy the governor's                                          
been good for the economy                                                       
oh my my oh my                                                                  
there's the closed bank across the                                              
street                                                                          



it's a sad world we live in                                                     
um okay uh                                                                      
tomorrow's wednesday we'll be back for                                          
ask the theologian i'll likely be in the                                        
studio tomorrow                                                                 
and uh we will uh be looking at the                                             
gospel of john as well                                                          
randywhiteministries.org or dot com                                             
whichever you want dot com is the                                               
beta version uh and um                                                          
uh let's see i don't think the special                                          
is up i'll tell you tomorrow what the                                           
dispensational publishing house special                                         
is but uh great to be with you always a                                         
delight always uh                                                               
wonderful and uh let's see i'm uh                                               
supposed to find the music and                                                  
turn it on there and uh                                                         
it's a plan ah                                                                  
yeah nice music in the background didn't                                        
it                                                                              
little elevator music i'm dr randy white                                        
thank you for joining us today on ask                                           
the theologian                                                                  
we will see you next time as you rightly                                        
divide the word                                                                 
god bless you we shall see you soon                                             
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


